Air Navigation Services of the Czech Republic

To whom it may concern

Prague, 7th November 2017

We hereby confirm that “CANI Simulator”, ATC simulator for ACC, APP and TWR, consisting of:

- 20 controller working positions,
- 20 pseudopilot working positions, and
- 10 coordinator/supervisor working positions,

developed and delivered by CS SOFT a.s. ([www.cs-soft.cz](http://www.cs-soft.cz)) is used for initial, refresher and specialized trainings of the Air Traffic Control Officers and serves us in its full capability and capacities.

The CANI Simulator was initially installed and commissioned in March 2014 at ANSP Czech Republic premises and underwent further planned development and enhancements through regular releases, of Batch 1 in June 2015 and Batch 2 in June 2016, to reflect and meet our new requirements.

The service for the delivered product is provided by CS SOFT a.s. as well and is covering all 3 maintenance levels, starting with the 24/7 helpdesk availability and including Tier 2 and Tier 3 support.

Yours sincerely,

Mrs. Jana Navrátilová
Director of ATM Training and Business Development
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